(Mis)classification of ethnicity on the New Zealand Cancer Registry: 1981-2004.
Māori and Pacific peoples are undercounted in cancer incidence statistics relative to census statistics. We use linked census and Cancer Registry data sets to determine the extent of misclassification between 1981 and 2004. The 1981, 86, 91, 96 and 2001 censuses were anonymously and probabilistically linked to individuals with a cancer registration for the entire intercensal period, or 31 December 2004 in the 2001 cohort. We compared counts by ethnicity between census and Cancer Registry data. Correction ratios and percentage under or overcounts are presented. Undercounting of Māori and Pacific peoples was marked in the first cohort. For example Māori were undercounted 31% on the Cancer Registry compared to self reported ethnic origin in the 1981-86 cohort. Gradual improvements were seen and by the 2001 cohort undercounting was 15% and 10% for Māori and Pacific peoples respectively. For Asian people undercounting improved from 68% to 13% over the time studied. Reciprocally, non māori /Pacific/Asian peoples were consistently overcounted. There is undercounting of Māori, Pacific and Asian events on cancer registration data, relative to census data, throughout 1981-2004. Cancer incidence rates need revising, to correctly understand the epidemiology and to inform cancer policy. Steps to improve the quality of ethnicity information remain a priority.